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The United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals are the blueprint
to achieve a better and more
sustainable future for all.
Sustainably managed forests
have a big role to play as we
all strive to achieve these vital
goals. At PEFC, we care for
forests globally and locally.
We work to protect our forests
by promoting sustainable
forest management
through certification.
We are committed to doing
our part towards the SDGs
as we work towards unlocking
the full potential of forests
for a sustainable world.
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Sustainably managed forests have a
central role in climate change mitigation
and adaptation.
81%
of global consumers
feel strongly that companies
should help to improve the environment.***
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PEFC certification promotes
sustainable forest management,
helping to ensure we can all
enjoy the benefits that
forests provide
forever.
PEFC certification contains
a range of requirements to improve
the capacity and understanding
of forest workers and affected
communities.

Good sustainable forest management
practice reduces sedimentation, improving
the condition of rivers and coastal waters
and benefitting aquatic ecosystems.
The world’s forests absorb almost 40%
of man-made CO2 .
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1.6 billion people depend
on forests for their jobs
and livelihoods.
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330 million women and girls live
on less than $1.90 a day, which
is 4.4 million more than men.
PEFC certification provides a forum
that better enables women to
participate in forest
decisions.
75% of our freshwater
comes from forest
watershed areas.*
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The PEFC label helps businesses
and consumers make
responsible choices.
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Discover more about PEFC at www.pefc.org
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